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Abington’s Newest Sports Team
by Timmy Gallagher
This year, the Abington Paddle Tennis Club enters its second season and hopes are high for
another great year. During the inaugural season, the team consisted of eleven players and it only played
one match. This year, however, the team expects to double its number of players and have matches
against a variety of different schools. The team meets for practice every Monday and Wednesday during
the months of January and February at their home courts at Huntington Valley Country Club.
What is paddle tennis? Paddle tennis, also commonly called platform tennis or just paddle, is
a variation of tennis that is played during winter. For most of its basic rules, paddle tennis follows the
same rules as traditional tennis. One of the major differences between paddle tennis and regular tennis
is that in paddle tennis, the court is one-third the size of a traditional tennis court and is surrounded
by a wire screen. The ball can bounce off the screens and remain in play. This ability to play the ball
off the wall is what differentiates how paddle tennis is played from traditional tennis. The smaller
court, combined with the screen shots, causes paddle tennis to require much more quick thinking than
traditional tennis. Other differences include the ball, which is dense and spongy, and, as the name implies, the solid, gritty paddle that is used in
place of a typical tennis racquet.
On Saturday, November 12th, the paddle club held its second annual open house. At this event, many prospective players showed up to see
what playing paddle tennis was like. New and old members expressed their excitement for the season. Returning member Charlie Viola stated that
he loved the large amount of new players that showed up and thinks the event was amazing. If you missed the open house, the team wants you and
will have sign ups throughout December. Meanwhile, Abington’s newest team is gearing up for an exciting second season.
For more information on how to sign up or about the basics of paddle tennis, contact captains Jake Dickstein and Chris Van Buren.
Emails: dickstein.jake@gmail.com, pcvbjr@gmail.com

Thanksgiving Fun Facts
By Vincent Banks
Thanksgiving is a day when Americans gather together with
family for an afternoon of food and football, but just how far do people
travel to see Grandma for Thanksgiving? Which state grows the most
cranberries, and how big was the world’s largest pumpkin pie? Here are
the answers to these questions, plus some other interesting facts about
Thanksgiving:

2016 ELECTION
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While it is not known how far people go to see their
grandmothers for this holiday, the American Automobile Association
has estimated that 42.2 million Americans traveled 50 miles or more
from home over the Thanksgiving holiday weekend in 2010. Last
year, there were 41.9 million people on the road during and after the
Thanksgiving holiday. This impressive number is accredited to the low
gas prices last year. This year, however, it looks like the numbers are
going to be a little bit lower because gas prices are rising again.
Cranberry production was high last year: farmers harvested
841.27 million pounds of cranberries. The states that grow the most
cranberries are Wisconsin, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Oregon, and
Washington, with Wisconsin supplying the most.
The legendary pumpkin pie is one of the great traditions of the
Thanksgiving dinner. The Guinness Book of World Records estimates
that the largest pumpkin pie ever baked weighed 2,020 pounds and
measured just over 12 feet long. It was baked on October 8, 2005, by
New Bremen Giant Pumpkin Growers in Ohio. The pie included 900
pounds of pumpkin, 62 gallons of evaporated milk, 155 dozen eggs, 300
pounds of sugar, 3.5 pounds of salt, 7 pounds of cinnamon, 2 pounds of
pumpkin spice, and 250 pounds of crust. Now isn’t that a mouthful?
I hope you enjoyed the Thanksgiving fun facts, and I wish you
all a pleasant Thanksgiving with your families, your cranberry sauce,
and some great pumpkin pie.
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By Lillian Sall
Following the election, a new trend has begun to spread through
social media: the safety pin movement. People across the United States
have begun wearing safety pins, which harken back to when cloth
diapers were in use, held together by small pins with the sharp ends
covered lest the baby get pricked.
Originally used in a British
anti-discrimination movement after
the Brexit vote, the pin symbolizes
that the wearer is a safe person who
will help and encourage those who
feel as though they are being targeted
or harassed because of gender,
sexuality, religion, or race.
The movement emerged in the U.S. as a response to the victory
of President-Elect Trump after much of the hateful and inflammatory
language used in his campaign. The rise in hate crimes reported
since the election indicates that many people could need these visual
assurances and signals.
However, the safety pin is not about protesting the presidentelect himself, but rather about proclaiming a willingness to help those
who feel discriminated against or unsafe. Though some criticize the
movement because it could be placing responsibility to get help on
victims instead of those around who wish to help, many others are
posting and sharing pictures of themselves wearing the pins.

Will Brexit Break Even?
By Dennis Phan
British Prime Minister Theresa May is determined to withdraw
the United Kingdom from the European Union, fighting for the
decision commonly called Brexit. However, judges have stated that
she is limited since she cannot start negotiations without consulting
Parliament. She has not yet declared her goals and claims she simply
wants to be able to negotiate.
Critics worry that the government does not have a clear strategy
for Brexit and that the economy will be damaged if the country follows
through. Conversely, there could be protests if the decision in favor
of Brexit is ignored. The judges on the British High Court have stated
that Mrs. May cannot invoke Article 50 of the European Union’s treaty,
which provides for a country’s withdrawal from the EU, without getting
the permission of the British government. Mrs. May worries that she
may have to take her case to the lawmakers.
The High Court’s ruling has shown a political divide among the
people and among political leaders. The leader of the UK Independence
Party states that he will campaign for British withdrawal and join Mrs.
May in moving towards completion of Brexit. Meanwhile, the leader
of the opposing Labour Party, Jeremy Corbyn, says that he would push
Mrs. May to listen to his party’s terms for Brexit. One founder of an
investment firm has urged Mrs. May to quickly speak with Parliament
since she has faced threats against the government over this case.
Despite raging controversy, the government has not condemned
news coverage of the Brexit decision, and it is willing to defend its
judiciary’s independence. It has been estimated that Britain’s trading
relationship with the European Union will be in limbo for years, and the
impact of Brexit has caused economic doubts. However, some energy
researchers believe that Brexit may bring benefits for clean energy. Mrs.
May has stated that Britain will notify EU headquarters in Brussels
about its intention to leave by March 2017.
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The Rise of the Right
By Colm Mahoney
The election of Donald Trump has left many people shocked
that the candidate whom they saw as too xenophobic and far right to be
electable won the American presidency. This has called many to take a
closer look at a growing political movement in the west: the far right.
The far right in western democracies has been receiving more attention
not only in the media, but also, more importantly, in the electorates in
elections across Europe and the United States. This rise is attributed to
a move away from liberalism, which has been the normal atmosphere
for most of the later part of the 20th century and early 21st century.
The large role of liberalism in Europe is due to backlash over political
figures with ties to Hitler, and others like him, who shared his ideas
of anti-Semitism and even his fascist sentiments, proved by-and-large
to be unpopular in Europe. The past threat of authoritarian regimes
in Europe and the East made democratic socialism or more moderate
conservative parties successful in elections throughout Europe.
In the United States and Europe, globalization and the Center
on International Cooperation, which were created to make countries’
economies more robust and help keep global peace, are still popular.
However, a small and growing minority is calling these into question
because jobs and money are seemingly going to a smaller and smaller
group of people—or being outsourced. Migrants, especially Muslim
migrants and refugees, are seen as a threat to national security.
Organizations like the European Union appear to be preventing certain
countries from doing anything about this issue. The EU, the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) are also seen as allowing poorer people from other
countries to take jobs from lower-class citizens of wealthier, more
prosperous nations; this concern resonates with voters on both sides of
the Atlantic.
Donald Trump’s election and Brexit are only the biggest recent
examples of this frustration coming to light, along with the increasing
popularity of politicians like Hungary’s Freedom Party leader, Norbert
Hofer, who is likely to win the presidency. He would be the first farright politician to do so in Europe since Hitler gained power. This
does not even account for the far-right parties in countries like France
(home to Jean-Marie Le Pen of the National Front party), Britain (U.K.
Independence Party), and Germany (Alternative for Germany). These
parties’ leaders are having an ever-greater say in the politics of their
respective countries, and the far-right trend seems likely to continue
rather than just go away—so expect to see it in the future.

Are you a part of a
club that you’d like to tell
the world about? Does
your club have an event
coming up? Or did it just
do something that needs
to be shared?
Let us know by e-mailing
pearllilydavis@gmail.com
or pcvbjr@gmail.com !
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The Lost and the Found - A Review by Emily Goldfarb
Cat Clarke’s newest novel, The Lost and the Found, captivated me from start to finish. By expertly weaving the plot, Clarke keeps the reader guessing until the
ultimate reveal.
The book begins in a state of confusion as “little Laurel Logan” suddenly turns up at a police station after having been missing for thirteen years. Through an
unsettling tone and small clues strewn throughout, Clarke ultimately leads the reader to an impossible conclusion. The story starts with Faith, Laurel’s younger
sister, and her mother receiving yet another false lead on Laurel’s case. Shocked to their core, they wallow in despair until an unexpected call from the police
sends their hope soaring again. A 19-year-old woman has shown up claiming to be Laurel!
Laurel’s return throws the world of Faith, now age 17, into disarray. On one hand, Faith is bursting with happiness; on the other hand she is nervous about
reuniting with her long-lost sister. The building anxiety threatens to tear Faith apart while her worries go unnoticed by her family. Her sole confidante is her
dad’s new boyfriend, Michael. The rendezvous between sisters arrives all too quickly, but it surprisingly passes without excessive trauma. Laurel and Faith
immediately hit it off and try to pick up where they left off thirteen years before. Of course, there are complications. Laurel is sensitive to certain phrases, and
she reveals she was systematically physically and sexually abused for years. Additionally, Laurel’s return sparks the public’s interest because her case was high
profile after she was kidnapped. This results in possible book deals, TV interviews, and harassment by the press. Still, for a while, everything seems perfect.
Yet as Faith adjusts to life with Laurel, she cannot help but feel overwhelmed by the attention and the sudden changes. As a result, she starts to drift away from
her friends and boyfriend while supporting Laurel’s reintroduction to society. Though Faith eventually learns to balance her time with Laurel and her social life,
things are not always what they appear to be. Faith begins to notice strange behavior from Laurel, which prompts an investigation on her part. This results in a
whirlwind of events culminating in a shocking conclusion.
Overall, Clarke does an excellent job of establishing plot points that lead the reader skillfully to the end. The plot is well paced, and Laurel in particular feels like
she could be a normal person with real emotions. However, other aspects of this book did not meet my expectations. Other than Laurel, the characters are static
and not easy to relate to on an emotional level. Furthermore, I found the plot of this book to be surprisingly similar to Amanda Panitch’s Never Missing Never
Found. Many of the core ideas are identical, and some of the characters even share the same names. Unfortunately, this diminished the shock value for me, and I
was able to surmise many of the plot twists early.
Nonethless, I recommend this book to anyone who has not read Never Missing Never Found and especially to readers who appreciate a good mystery. As a
whole, this is a decent book that is perfect for puzzle-lovers or anyone searching for a story that really makes the reader consider how strong family bonds are.

Album Review: Meek Mill - Dreamchasers 4 (Album)
By Khairi Whiting
Most would agree that 2015 was less than stellar for 29 year old rapper Meek Mill, from North Philly. Although he received his first #1 album on the billboard
200 with Dreams Worth More Than Money the same year, this achievement was unfortunately short-lived when, two months later, he started a beef with rapper
Drake, which he lost unanimously. After several months of being the victim of cyberbullying, Meek finally blessed online streaming sites with his
4 track EP, proving that he was the Terminator of Hip Hop because of his ability to bounce back from any setback. Fans were then eager for the release of his
fourth installment of his Dreamchasers series- Dreamchasers 4. I won’t lie, after at least nine months of Meek working on this project with numerous push
backs, I was expecting a classic project that would top Dreams Worth More Than Money. After listening to the album cover to cover countless times, it would be
dishonest to say that this was Meek’s best work. Nevertheless, Meek’s ability to combine radio-ready singles with profound records that touch the listener is what
makes this tape so dope.
The Dreamchasers series is intended to inspire the youth. Dreamchasers 4 does not fall short of this with heartfelt records such as, Shine. This record touches on
Meek’s adversities growing up in poverty with very few men to look up to except for the drug dealers in his neighborhood who appeared to live an ostentatious
lifestyle, which young Meek Mill admired at the time. Unfortunately, this admiration had a negative influence on him, which led him to a few bad encounters
with the law. Meek addresses this in the very beginning of the record when he says, “wasn’t for this music I’d probably be dead/ instead I’m on top and I’m
counting this bread/ sitting in this mansion, could have been in the feds.” Along with lyrics such as those, it wouldn’t be a Meek Mill album without mentions of
his “roley on his wrist and his mforeign car.” Meek includes a few mainstream records such as, Litty (Feat. Tory Lanez), Froze (Feat. Lil Uzi Vert & Nicki Minaj),
and Way Up (Feat. Tracy T), among others. Recently Meek has disclosed that he is planning on releasing a mixtape called Dreamchasers 4.5 in the near future.
Perhaps this body of work will feature some of that “nappy braid flow” that was absent on Dreamchasers 4.

Mel Gibson is Back

Harry Potter Effect

By Grant Gow

By the Ghost Detective

The long-awaited comeback of director Mel Gibson is well worth
it with his newest film, Hacksaw Ridge. Hacksaw Ridge is the true story of
Desmond Doss, a pacifist who refused to bear arms despite enlisting in the
army during World War Two.

In recent years, the world of cinema has had an overabundance of
adaptations of young adult series, including The Hunger Games series, the
Divergent series, the Twilight series, and the Maze Runner series. Why is there
such a high number of movies based on book series now? The answer is an
eleven-year-old boy named Harry Potter.

Played by Andrew Garfield (from The Amazing Spider-Man and The
Social Network), Doss enlists as a medic and is ostracized by his fellow soldiers
for his views, influenced by religion, and tormented by the use of weapons.
Doss even has to go to the army’s form of court to defend his pacifistic views,
which he holds largely because of a traumatic experience in his upbringing.
Amidst this, Doss tries to save as many soldiers as he can in battle without
being struck.
After the war, Doss was the first conscientious objector to be given the
Medal of Honor. Doss died on March 23, 2006, and ten years later, we have
been given one of the best war movies ever made on his behalf—thanks to Mel
Gibson. The war scenes in the movie are very brutal, which is to be expected,
but less expectedly, they are beautifully shot. The two battle scenes are some
of the best of the year, and they feature the best editing. I hope to see Hacksaw
Ridge nominated for some Oscars come February!

In 1997, J.K. Rowling released her first novel, Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone. This book influenced a whole generation of children with its
amazing Wizarding World filled with magic, monsters, and an enchanting
yet dangerous school—and it started a phenomenon. The Harry Potter saga
gained six more novels in its main series, as well as many companion books,
the latest being a play called Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.
All of the books in the main series have been adapted into movies,
each making fantastic box office profits. Altogether, the eight films grossed
$7,216,000,000—and that was just from theater revenues. The entire Harry
Potter franchise, including the books, theatrical releases, and other products
created, grossed $24,851,000,000. Because of the Harry Potter films, today’s
filmmakers saw how much young adult movies could make, and this is why
they invest so much in these films.
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The Hot New Cold Treat
By Matthew Rosen

Beginning in March, a slew of novel dessert shops have opened
throughout Philadelphia. Following the lead of other metropolises such
as New York, Atlanta, and Los Angeles, rolled ice cream vendors have
found their way to our home city. Starting with unclearly named Ice
Land, located off of Vine Street, rolled ice cream outlets have slowly
grown in number and business. Today, five exist within Chinatown,
while the most popular one, Sweet Charlie’s, lies on Washington Square.
Sweet Charlie’s proved so successful over last summer that its owners
plan to open other locations in New Jersey and Rittenhouse Square,
which entails a greater rent expense in return for greater exposure, in
the spring of next year.
Upon entering a rolled ice cream front, one selects a flavor
combination, such as “Death by Chocolate,” in addition to a variety of
toppings. This experience should seem familiar to frequent patrons of
frozen yogurt facilities. The actual creation of the dessert, however, sets
it apart from any other. Once the order is processed, specially trained
workers behind transparent glass pour milk and the selected flavor in
an approximately nine-to-one ratio onto the top of a cold, circular plate.
The artisans quickly smooth the liquid into a rectangular shape, which
noticeably becomes more and more solid. Then, they use a spatula-like
object to carefully divide the sheet into around five strips and slowly lift
and curl each strip into a cylinder. After being placed into a standard
paper cup, the ice cream rolls are decorated by an artist with the
selected toppings, justifying the gimmick with ornateness. The entire
process takes only two minutes.
I tasted the trend at Frozen in Philadelphia. Having opened
recently, the store maintained short lines. The procedure of the
employees struck me as most unique, as the end result tasted like
ordinary ice cream, if only slightly colder.
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10 Things to Be Happy About
in November and December
By Dionna Dash
1. Visiting family for Thanksgiving
2. It’s light outside when you go to school
in the morning! (at least for awhile)
3. Eating pumpkin pie
4. Wearing cute sweaters
5. Fall-scented Yankee candles
6. Jumping in leaf piles
7. New movies being released
8. Crisp winter air
9. Decorating Christmas trees
10. Snow days!

Word Scramble
By Will Erwine
sheou of preretatsenives
_____________________________________________

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD!
COME TO A MEETING IN ROOM 240
THE FIRST WEDNESDAY OF EVERY MONTH
OR E-MAIL US AT
pearllilydavis@gmail.com OR pcvbjr@gmail.com .

A Veterinarian’s Family

ridetespn __________________________________
tyratneo leraneg ___________________________
tedoramc __________________________________
urrartese ___________________________________
ettsa artiduo ______________________________
enirpblauc ________________________________

By Melissa Denish
It’s around 2:30 in the afternoon, and as I am writing this, my dog is whining in my lap. He will have to remain in my room for
approximately the next ten minutes, as my mom is currently cleaning the cage for our family’s two chinchillas, Tom and Jerry. The average dog,
or at least my dog, does not play well with chinchillas. See, this shuffling of animals is a common occurrence in my house because my father is
a veterinarian; he has worked with basically any animal you can imagine, and he can share personal stories relating to everything from otters to
polar bears.
One time, when I was around eight years old, my dad brought home a sloth. Other times, he brought in an aardvark, an armadillo, and
even a chameleon. This is the life of a veterinarian’s family: constantly being bombarded by the arrival of new animals. Yet all these animals had
something in common—they were all injured. The sloth, who was pregnant, was also dying. The aardvark had cut its mouth on its cage. The
armadillo had its back legs paralyzed, and lastly, the chameleon was too sick to be sold from the pet store. For some time, our home became a
refuge for these animals.
Even though it can be a hassle, my family loves this. When I was a child, I was introduced to experiences that no other kid my age had. My
mother got to spend time with her favorite type of animal, the sloth, and my dad got to see my brother’s and my faces light up when we realized
that there was another member of our household.
Currently, all the pets we have are ours to keep. Along with my dog, we have other animals like chinchillas and chickens. Snakes and
tortoises can be found at my home as well, though in a separate cage and room (for which my friends are grateful). My friends used to remark that
my home was more like a zoo than a house. That was true. The first time someone came over, we would give them the grand tour, highlighting
each of the animals. It certainly seemed like a zoo, as we had more pets than almost anyone else in our school. But it was okay, because our dad was
a veterinarian that could care for them.
Many kids aspire to become veterinarians. Taking care of animals can be an extremely rewarding job—I can see that from the passion my
dad feels and the enjoyment he receives daily. However, it is not easy. Surrounding it is sadness, as animals often are put to sleep for good. It can
also be gory at times. Even so, I know that my dad wouldn’t choose any other job.
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You Can’t Stump the Trump
By Nick Cline

Win. That’s all the man ever does. That’s all that matters to him. And most importantly, against all the odds that may stand against him,
he still wins big league. We have just witnessed one of the biggest political upsets in American history: Donald J. Trump defeated Hillary Rodham
Clinton, preventing her from becoming the first female president.
Over the past year and half, Donald Trump has garnered the support of an astounding movement, the likes of which have never been
regarded in American politics. While on the phone with Donald following his win, Bill Clinton himself said it was “like nothing he had ever seen.”
Trump did this by talking to the American people candidly. He did this by addressing the issues that matter most, and not just reciting rhetoric.
Hillary Clinton’s support was almost exclusively based in two factions: opposition to her opponent and the fact that she is a woman. Besides
that, Hillary represented a third term of the Obama administration: no change whatsoever. Obviously, the American people desired something
different, a great shake in the high ranks of Washington D.C.
Although the election was won fairly by Trump, protests have erupted in many cities. Many of the protestors either did not vote themselves
or were perhaps paid off by Clintonite donors and advocates, as evidenced by a multitude of Craigslist ads found all over the Internet. The rest
are either college kids who think that they are changing the world or fretting grandmothers who feel as though a part of them was represented
in Clinton herself. One of their arguments is that Trump lost the popular vote. Although it may be true (Clinton won by a slim margin), there
is a reason Trump came out as the victor in all of this. Urban areas of the country have voted Democrat unwaveringly since the country was
established. Due to the obvious density in population in those areas, more votes are cast towards the Democratic candidate in almost every
election. A map of the way the country voted this election season clearly shows a Republican preference, with a county-by-county map showing
an almost 3:1 ratio of red. The reason the Electoral College remains relevant to this day is so that the cities alone do not determine elections for the
rest of the country.
The people protesting are also frightened. Terrified. They believe that as people of color, they will be deported or be discriminated against.
As members of the LGBT community, they feel as though they will have their rights stripped away from them. As Democrats, they feel as though
their candidate was underhanded by the Russian Kremlin.
The reality is that Donald Trump has appealed to all of the dissatisfied parties while on the campaign trail already, but the memo has not been
taken down.
It is now time for us Americans, Trump supporters or not, to come together and unite as a nation once again. It is time to do the only thing
we can do: sit back and give the man a chance. He hasn’t failed at anything thus far, and one can only assume he will not let failure be an option on
his watch.

Heard This Month
By Dionna Dash
Ever heard your teacher say something that seemedodd or
funny? This section is devoted to providing funny quotes that
students have heard from teachers all around the building!
If you overhear your teacher say something humorous, jot it
down, and then let the Abingtonian editors know. You’ll see
your teacher’s quote in next month’s issue!
“A young bull is young; a small bull is small. Why don’t we call
him a petite bull?”

WORDLINK
Hey word puzzle lovers! Frustrated with life? Well, sit back, relax, and
fill out a wordlink. You play by creating a chain of compound words
from the first word all the way to the last. The first and second word
link to make a compound word, like in this example: Guitar and string
connect to make guitar string, string links with band to make string
band, and band and camp link to form band camp. Some of the words
even have letters filled in to help you out!
Think you solved the puzzle? Print your name at the bottom, cut out
your completed wordlink, and drop it off at the Wordlink box sitting
on the Abingtonian box in the library. YOU WILL BE ENTERED
INTO A DRAWING TO WIN A PRIZE! Winners will be announced
on the afternoon announcements! Best of luck!

-Mrs. Bowles

STEAM

“Yes, I did see it. It was very violent and brutal. I was a fan.”

__ __ L __

-Mr. Gillespie on a movie
“Your hair looks nice. You lost some weight. Can I have $20?”

__ __ __ L

-Mr. Hunt on how to get your mother to give you money

__ A __ __

“Do you guys have scissors that aren’t for children? Like
scissors for a grown-up?”
-Mr. Palmer in the library
“We’re gonna write a play called Rebus the Deer where you
get shot in the end.”
-Mr. Kummer
“I dare you not to pronounce the letter ‘h’ for the rest of the
day.”
-Mr. Kummer

__ T __ __ Y
__ O __ __
__ __ O __
LIFT

NAME:____________________
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Point-Counterpoint
Ending “PC Culture”
Speaking for the Wrong
Reasons
By CJ Petetti

Political correctness is an attack on our First Amendment right
to freedom of speech and is a brazen form of censorship that attempts
to silence the voices of many conservative Americans. Many Americans
fear they will be called racist, xenophobic, or deplorable for saying
things that do not conform to the leftist PC culture. Of course, no
Americans, of whatever race or religion, should be subjected to racial
profiling or discrimination, as that is a violation of our core beliefs in
equality and dignity. However, Americans should not be forced into
silence out of fear of being politically incorrect.
The “War on Christmas” exemplifies political correctness gone
awry. Many institutions have been obligated to replace the term “Merry
Christmas” with the more politically correct “Happy Holidays.” Even on
television news, Christmas greetings are being systematically removed
and censored. A harmless term like “Merry Christmas” should never be
discouraged or censored. This does not mean that people should prefer
it over other holiday greetings, but censorship is many steps to far.
The Enlightenment philosopher Voltaire once said: “I don’t agree
with what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it.” In
many countries around the world, freedom of speech is a luxury and
citizens are often jailed or killed for expressing dissent. For instance,
in a dictatorship such as North Korea, even high-ranking officials who
dare to voice opposition to Kim Jun Un are executed for treason. As
Americans, we are lucky to be protected by the First Amendment of the
Constitution. Our founding fathers implemented the First Amendment
to protect us from totalitarianism, but political correctness is a violation
of those principles. Of course, instances such as hateful slurs and death
threats should be condemned.
Throughout his campaign, Donald Trump relentlessly attacked
political correctness and the way in which it is used to brainwash and
control people. While so many Americans are economically suffering
and struggle to put food on the table, there are more pressing things
to worry about rather than what they can, or cannot, say. These people
saw Trump stand up against censorship by “telling it like it is.” On
November 8th, over sixty-million Americans voted for Donald Trump,
and against political correctness. People wanted to express their anger at
Obama’s foreign policy and Hillary Clinton’s carelessness with classified
information, but often could not out of fear the “PC Police” would
attack them. Donald Trump rose up against political correctness, and
said what he and many Americans believed needed to be said.
During President Trump’s years in office, it is my hope that
“political correctness” falls out of relevance and into history. Donald
Trump’s victory repudiated the meaningless political sound bites that
people were tired of hearing from lifetime government officials. So, on
Election Day, America’s votes spoke, finally uncensored.
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By Stephanie Waldstein

Political correctness is the term people use to define their nature
when talking about sensitive topics. Rather than saying “handicapped”,
one says “physically disadvantaged”. Rather than saying “Black”, one says
“African American.” By using “PC” terms, we circumvent the possibility
of offending another by changing the term we use to make it more
appropriate and less offensive.
Donald Trump, during the past presidential election period,
changed the common definition of political correctness. For him, it is
no longer a device which is used to avoid discrimination and vulgar
language, but rather has become his tool to appeal to the masses. His
word choice benefited him and allowed him to advance in the polls
and in government. As a Jewish female, it is terrifying that that the
attentiveness of avoiding a personal attack was lost to language infused
with hatred.
It is no secret that in order to win an election, one needs the
support of voters. It only makes sense that Trump employed every
tactic in the book to appeal to his voters. Was there a reason for him
not to? Has it not worked for rulers like Snowball in Animal Farm
mimicking Trotsky, or for Hitler in Nazi Germany? Donald Trump is
in no way a totalitarian dictator such as these tyrants. Yet, as a Jew who
cannot forget history, the similarities between the Trump’s rise to power
compared to the campaigns of infamous leaders are uncanny. Trump’s
success stemmed from him saying things no other politician would.
In some cases, this bravery to step into tabooed subjects is
crucial, such as when fighting against conventional standards for the
dignity of others. However, Trump’s “bravery” does not fit this category.
Rather, his bluntness only proved how much of a true bigot he, and
America as a whole, is. Throughout the election process, Trump
reverted what people would consider “PC” terms to the opposite – more
offensive and hurtful, terms.
While some may argue that political correctness is a form
censorship, it is important to view political correctness as a symbol of
the world’s progression. We now recognize that our language can be
detrimental to our society when used to target entire races, religions,
genders, and more. We recognize how our language places labels on
people who should be seen as humans, rather than a few words. We
recognize how our language can shape the success or failures of people
in the world.
The result of the election was a harsh reality check showing
that, even with great strides in civil rights and freedoms, a great portion
of America is still in line with Donald Trump’s misogynistic, racist,
sexist, xenophobic, and homophobic beliefs. These people do not agree
with the political correctness used in preserving respect amongst one
another. Instead, they agree to the political ploy of exposing the worst in
Americans. The ugliest aspect of human nature is to fear those who are
different than us and refuse acceptance of the other.
As seen in the thousands of protests across the country, not all
Americans succumb to Trump’s harmful views on political correctness.
These acts prove that our freedom of speech still exists; we are able
to freely say how we feel, while also paying attention to how it affects
others out of decency, not requirement. We must not lose hope because
– in the hearts and minds of millions of young people – love trumps
hate, each and every time.
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Have Some Empathy For Trump Supporters
By Alice Gao

This was not an election the Democratic Party should have lost.
They faced a Republican Party in disarray over its nominee – a selfproclaimed billionaire businessman with over a dozen failed business
ventures, plagued by accusations of sexual assault, and a campaign
based on xenophobia and racism rather than coherent, realistic policies.
Yet, the world awoke on November 9th to the grim reality of PresidentElect Donald Trump.
There is no doubt that Trump’s rhetoric and policies do not
represent the views of most Americans, of every race, gender, and
sexuality. He is the most disliked President-Elect in history, even
among his own voters. Over the past week, tens of thousands of people
across the country took to the streets to voice their frustration, anger,
and fear at the
prospect of a Trump
presidency. After
all, this is a man
who had relentlessly
attacked journalists
for unfavorable, yet
factual coverage.
This was a candidate
who promised
to prosecute his
political opponents.
This is a PresidentElect who does not
accept the reality of
climate change, who
promised to ban
reproductive rights,
and whose VicePresident advocates
for gay conversion
therapy.
Even if
Trump’s presidency
does not undermine
the very foundations
of American
democracy – the
freedoms of speech, press, and dissent – there are legitimate causes of
fear, especially for Latino communities who have been attacked and
scapegoated, and for Muslim-Americans who have been the victims
of the largest rise in hate-crimes since 9/11. It is vital for Democrats,
Republicans, and activists at all levels across the nation to loudly stand
against any attempts of inhumane deportation, loosening financial and
climate regulations, and attacks on the very principles of American
democracy.
It is important, however, to recognize that this was not an
election the Republicans won with enthusiasm, as much as one that the
Democrats lost. Yes, Hillary Clinton is set to win the popular vote by
nearly 2%; but she set out to win the presidency by winning voters in
Middle America and she failed miserably in accomplishing that goal.
The Democrats lost because they nominated a candidate who, justifiably
or not, was the embodiment of establishment elitism and corruption.

They lost because Hillary Clinton ran a campaign of
seemingly optimistic, yet meaningless, identity politics which
revolved around her rather than the working-class both parties had
left behind.
While Clinton toured cities with Beyonce and LeBron James
and held fundraising dinners at a cost of $33,000 per plate, voters in
deindustrialized states continued living with the grim reality of wages
that had been stagnant for forty years, jobs that moved overseas
because of trade deals, falling living standards, and rising drug usage
and suicide rates. These were the voters who powered Donald Trump
to the presidency. Most Trump voters are not misogynistic racists
without a shred of empathy for other human beings, but rather are
Americans who have suffered for decades under an elitist agenda that
favored corporate profit and Wall Street rather than the middle class.
For them, a vote
against Clinton
represented a vote
for hope and a
better future.
Now,
more than ever,
Democrats must
to learn the
lesson from this
disastrous election
result and brazenly
push for a
progressive agenda
because, if they
do not, their party
will only lose more
easily winnable
elections.
Trump will do
unquestionable
harm to this
nation in his
four years, but
Democrats and
progressives can
hope to reclaim
the Senate in
2018 and presidency in 2020 and ameliorate the damage. However,
if Trump is elected for a second term and is given a blank check by
Congress, all Americans will continue to suffer.
It is obvious that Trump is a conman whose rhetoric on trade
and economy was little more than a ploy to gain votes. He is a vile
human being who poses a great threat to this country and a great
portion of his supporters are, indeed, white nationalists who need
to be condemned at all costs. But the voters are not the man and
America is not comprised of just the Northeast and California; we
are a deeply divided nation whose people have experienced, through
little fault of their own, vastly different economic situations. It is up
to the Democratic Party and its new leadership to turn their backs on
corporate donors and take up the cause of not only minorities and
women, but also the white working class.

It’s the Climate, Stupid.
By Caeden Cloud

There is no doubt that climate change is real, manmade, and perhaps the most pressing issue facing humanity. It is an aspect of reality,
just as factual as gravity. Scientists have warned that if the average temperature of the Earth rises two degrees Celsius above the temperature preindustrialization, it could have catastrophic and irreversible effects.
As the future president of the most powerful nation in the world and someone whose decisions can affect the rapidly changing climate,
Donald Trump may be one of the worst possible candidates for this task. Like most Republicans, Donald Trump is well known to be a climate
skeptic who believes that evidence for global warming is nothing more than normal changes in the weather. Trump even once tweeted, “The
concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive.”
Perhaps Trump’s ignorance of the increasing temperature of our planet is best reflected by his likely choice as head of the EPA, Myron
Ebell. Ebell argues that the climate change movement has gone too far and only serves the purpose of expanding the powers of the government.
Ebell wants increased production of polluting, non-renewable resources, stating that the US should “unleash the full power” of coal, oil, and gas.
He also supports the use of federal land for lodging, coal mines, and oil and gas welling. Trump appointed him because he has the ultimate goal of
reversing all of Obama’s energy policies. According to the President-Elect, Obama’s regulations are disgraceful, the Clean Power Plan needs to be
repealed, restrictions on coal and oil industries need to be lifted, and the United States must leave the Paris Climate Deal.
Donald Trump’s disastrous environmental agenda will have a tremendous impact on islands and coastal cities, where the instances of
flooding are accelerating. Global warming and increased levels of greenhouse gasses have also been shown to have adverse effects on storms such
as hurricanes and increase their severity. 2016 will very likely be the hottest recorded year in history, followed by 2015, which is followed by 2014,
which is followed by 2010 and 2013.
While Trump’s plan is a disaster in the making, Democrats also tend not to do enough to regulate greenhouse emissions. Hillary Clinton,
the former Democratic candidate, supported increased oil drilling and remained silent on many climate issues, such as the Dakota Access Pipeline.
If, as a country, the United States wishes to make the needed strides to become truly energy efficient, our politicians need to become much more
open with their energy policies. It is our generation and those who follow us that will be most impacted by climate change.
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A New Season for Boys Basketball
By Chris Van Buren
The Abington Ghosts return to the court this December looking to live up to big expectations. In its latest campaign, the team capped off a
fairly messy season by suffering a disappointing loss in the first round of the District 1 playoffs.
Just two years ago, in those same playoffs, Abington emerged as a surprise championship team, defeating Plymouth-Whitemarsh handedly
in the title game where maroon filled the stands at Temple University’s Liacouras Center. That team was led by seniors Amir Hinton and Matt Penecale. But the Ghosts enter their second season without their champions this winter, in search of another championship formula. Fortunately, the
team now boasts talent and leadership in a number of game-changing players. Expect sophomores Eric Dixon and Lucas Monroe to continue their
growing success from last year. The play of junior guard Robbie Heath, who played a key shooting role for the championship team two years ago
and was a vital starter last year, will be a key factor in the team’s overall performance. Joe O’Brien, the senior center, should capitalize on his last
year at Abington. The team appears poised for successful seasons to come, but if anyone is eager to win now, it’s O’Brien. This year, expect to load
up the fan busses for playoff games. The players are lacing up for Game 1. The student section is getting ready to chant on its feet. Be there when
the Ghosts take the court.

One in the Books
By Roni Fishbein

On Friday, November
11th, the 76ers recorded
their first win of the 2016-17
campaign. After starting the
season on a seven-game losing
streak, the team and coaching
staff let out a collective sigh of
relief after the overtime home
win against the Indiana Pacers.
Just two days prior to
the win, the Sixers failed to
capitalize on a late lead to the
very same Pacers in Indiana
and went on to lose the game
in overtime. In that game, the
Sixers were unable to stave off
the Pacers’ late charge largely
because defensive anchor Joel
Embiid was unavailable to
play due to concern for his
workload coming off injury.
Conversely, on Friday,
Embiid was the difference in the game. The rookie center amassed totals
of 25 points and 7 rebounds while shooting 12-14 (85.7%) from the
free-throw line. Embiid hit a huge three pointer and had two crucial
“and-ones” in the 4th quarter and overtime to help the Sixers seal their
first win. While Embiid’s shooting percentage in the game was far from
dazzling (33%), he played like a superstar, hitting clutch free throws and
showing up when his team needed him most.
With their first win in the books, the Sixers need to refocus and
compete in each and every game while awaiting the January return of
Ben Simmons, the league’s 2016 #1 overall draft pick. While the win
will quell some of the early uproar and conversation regarding Brett
Brown’s job security, the 76ers’ coach will have to keep the wins coming
intermittently in order to see the end of this season. The 76ers are a
young team and require untapped patience, but the potential is there for
them to turn into a contender. champion in the not-too-distant future,
but one of the greatest dynasties in NBA history.

Controversial Boxer Turns
Another Wrong Corner
By Matt Federman

Former WBO, WBA, IBO, and IBF heavyweight boxing champion Tyson Fury returned his title belts after he controversially admitted
to using cocaine. Fury, hailing from Great Britain, won his fourth title
after defeating Wladimir Klitschko in 2015. A rematch was scheduled
but delayed due to Fury being “medically unfit to fight.” The Ukrainian
Klitschko, who Fury claimed as his last victim, has had his fighting
license suspended “pending further investigation into anti-doping and
medical issues.” Tyson is expected to continue cooperating in a doping
investigation as remnants of banned substances were found in one of his
recent urine tests.
After handing over his titles, Fury’s next step was to look after
his health and make a complete recovery. The 28-year-old is facing a
possible two-year ban from competition, which would still leave him
young enough to fight competitively if he chooses to return at the age of
30. Fury also admitted to battling fits of depression and strong suicidal
thoughts, claiming that his identity as a devout Christian has kept him
from taking his own life.
This doping scandal is not the first controversy of Fury’s career. In 2015
he was quoted comparing homosexuality to pedophilia, which resulted
in a push for Fury to be stripped of his nomination for BBC’s Sports
Personality of the Year. Fury felt that his beliefs were singled out and
attacked, since he identifies himself as a Gypsy. He claimed that his
actions and the controversy surrounding him were inflated due to his
background.
Wherever Fury goes, controversy is never far behind. In his ongoing
journey, he looks to reclaim his illustrious boxing honors and right his
past wrongs. The “Gypsy King” will make sure this is not the last time
you hear of him.

Cubs Win Game 7
By Jordan Denish
After 108 years without a Championship, the Chicago Cubs defeated the Cleveland Indians win the World Series. The Indians jumped out to
3-1 lead in the series behind their pitching, but the Cubs managed to fight back to seize the championship in an exciting Game 7.
Through the top of the 5th inning, the Cubs were leading 5 runs to 1, fueled by an offense that had already knocked Indians’ ace Corey Kluber out of
the game. Cy Young candidate Kyle Hendricks was strong for Chicago, keeping Indians’ hitters off-balance through 4 innings. In the bottom of the
5th, manager Joe Maddon elected to take out Hendricks for usual-starter Jon Lester. Lester surrendered 2 unearned runs after an error and a wild
pitch. The Indians were showing their first signs of life, and the home fans began to believe.
However, by the bottom of the 8th, Cleveland’s hopes were dwindling. The Indians trailed 6-3, and Maddon sent in flame throwing closer
Aroldis Chapman to replace Lester. On a full count, Brandon Guyer doubled to the right field gap to score Jose Ramírez. On another full count,
Rajai Davis drilled a 97 MPH fastball down the left-field line for home run. Suddenly, the game was tied, and the momentum had shifted in
Cleveland’s favor.
After a scoreless 9th inning, Chicago scored in 2 runs in the 10th and turned to rookie Carl Edwards Jr. to close out the World Series. After
getting two quick outs, the Cubs were an out away from making history. Brandon Guyer drew a walk, and 8th inning hero Rajai Davis singled to put
the tying run on base. Maddon elected to go to the lefty, Mike Montgomery, to pitch to Michael Martinez with the season on the line. With an 0-1
count, Martinez hit a dribbler down the third base line. Kris Bryant sprinted, fielded the ball, and launched it to the glove of Anthony Rizzo at first
base. And it was over. The curse that was older than Wrigley Field itself came to an end, allowing the Cubs franchise and its fans to put a century of
disappointment behind them.

